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The Orenburg Region, with its developed economic and natural resource potential, is actively developing foreign trade relations with more than 70 countries around the world. Main foreign trade partners: Kazakhstan (21.8% of the region’s foreign trade volume), Italy (14.9%), Belarus (12.5%), Uzbekistan (9.7%), China (7.4%), Afghanistan (4.8%), Tajikistan (4.5%), Kyrgyzstan (4.1%), Turkey (3%), Hungary (2.7%).

The export component prevails in the structure of foreign trade of the Orenburg region. The import export coverage ratio for the first 9 months of 2023 was 4.85 (in January – September 2022 – 7.65).

In terms of foreign trade among the 14 regions of the Volga Federal District of the Russian Federation, the Orenburg Region rose to sixth place, ahead of the Saratov region. The share of the Orenburg Region in the foreign trade of the Volga Federal District in the first 9 months of 2023 amounted to 5.2% (growth – 0.26%).

The Orenburg region is a net exporter of products: the export of products to foreign markets exceeds the import.

The Export Support Center of the Orenburg Region has been operating since 2017. It is part of the structure of the ANO “Center for Entrepreneurship Support and Export Development of the Orenburg region”. The Center is one of the infrastructure organizations supporting small and medium-sized businesses within the framework of the national projects “International Cooperation and Export” and “Small and Medium-sized Entrepreneurship and support for individual entrepreneurial initiative”.

The Center provides support in finding foreign partners, organizes international business missions and reverse business missions, exhibition and fair events, brings companies to international electronic trading platforms, conducts training on export topics, helps with product certification.

The Center provides services free of charge or on the terms of partial co-financing.

Export Support Center of the Orenburg region
Orenburg, Sharlykskoe highway 1/2
“Marmalade”, 6 gallery, My Business Center

https://orbexport.ru
E-mail: info@mb-orb.ru
+7 (3532) 32-32-06
Certificate ISO 9001
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Arbat Composite LLC has been specializing in the production of high-quality composite materials for construction since 2015. The total production capacity is more than 35 million linear meters of fiberglass and basalt-plastic reinforcement per year, more than 750 thousand m² of composite mesh and 5.7 million flexible ties with anchor thickenings.

**Products:**
- sand-coated fittings;
- fittings with a periodic profile;
- grid;
- flexible connections, including with anchor thickenings;
- profile.

INN 5612163219

460000, Orenburg, Donguzskaya str., 110/4

8 (901) 099 46 30
BRASSCO is a modern Russian enterprise of a new generation, which independently develops and manufactures all the main components – both raw materials (rod, components) and ready-made technical solutions.

BRASSCO integrated metalworking enterprise combines the traditions and technologies of Italy, Japan, Germany and Russia.

The company has at its disposal more than 20 units of high-performance equipment, such as aggregate machines, robotic complexes based on lathes, aggregate machines for the production of shut-off valves (spheres), six-spindle turning machines. Production: Japan, Taiwan, Italy, China.

The logistics system has been adjusted: 2 logistics centers in Moscow and Orenburg, 2-month stocks of raw materials and finished products.

Products:
- spheres;
- molds and stamps;
- brass futorki;
- brass rods;
- cap nuts.
Vistula LLC manufactures and installs windows made of wood according to the European standard.

Currently, more than two hundred people work in modern production, the model range of designs is constantly updated and updated with new products.

The production facilities occupy more than 5,000 sq. m. Of which 600 sq. m. is a warehouse of materials and components, where a pallet storage system for profiles and materials, as well as a forwarding storage system for components, fittings, and consumables, has been successfully implemented.

The line of wooden Euro windows is equipped with an Italian painting conveyor line, a new generation four-sided milling machine, a modern press frame, special drying chambers and many others.

The Rover machine is an intelligent equipment that allows you to give the most complex shapes to a wooden beam according to a given program.

Zowosan’s painting technology guarantees absolute environmental friendliness of the coatings. The aluminum profile of the coating reliably protects the lower part of the frame and the sash on the street side from precipitation and the destructive effects of ultraviolet radiation. Modern single – and double-glazed windows with energy-saving or multifunctional glass provide high noise and thermal insulation.

Products:
- window;
- doors;
- winter gardens.

INN 5612040217
Orenburg district, Ivanovka village, st. Proizvodstvennaya,16
+7 353 240 08 08
www.okna-visla.ru
HS Code 44 18 105 000, 44 18 109 000
OM LLC produces a high-quality domestic HrizoPro stabilizer (granulated stabilizer in SHCHMA), which reduces costs and increases economic efficiency in the construction and operation of highways.

The granular stabilizer of HrizoPro is made on the basis of mineral fiber with the use of a binder. It is used for the construction of the top layer of the road surface – crushed stonemastic asphalt concrete (SHMA), giving it greater durability and improving its technical performance.

HrizoPro is used to hold the binder on the surface of the crushed stone during preparation, transportation and laying and prevents the binder from leaking out of the mixture.

**Consumer properties:**
- HrizoPro is made in the form of cylindrical granules of gray or brown color. The length of the granules is from 5 to 10 mm, the diameter of the granules is (4.0 ± 0.5) mm.
- Additive consumption: up to 3 kg/t of feed.
- Temperature resistance: up to 800 °C.
- Destructibility: due to its natural properties, it is easily fluffed in the mixing drum.
- Micro-reinforcement: reinforcement throughout the entire structure of the frame, as a result, prolongs the repair time, reduces track formation, eliminates plastic deformations.
- Sun, water and deicing reagents: absolutely resistant to the negative effects of not only sunlight and water, but also deicing reagents.

**Products:**
granular stabilizer of HrizoPro.
Plastic LLC is a recognized expert in the field of production of polymer systems for water supply, heating and fire extinguishing.

For more than 10 years, it has been among the TOP 5 leading manufacturers of plastic pipes and fittings under the RVC trademark.

The range includes more than 2500 items of our own production, including automatic fire extinguishing systems under the brand name AntiFire.

Plastik – a full-cycle factory, independently produces all components (from molds to finished products) using modern robotic and automated equipment, which allows full control of high product quality.

The products are manufactured according to GOST, the company’s management system is certified according to ISO 9001:2015.

The logistics system has been adjusted: 2 logistics centers in Moscow and Orenburg, 2-month stocks of raw materials and finished products.

INN 5609027382
460019, Orenburg, Sharlyk highway, building 5, room 7
8 (800) 200 79 55
https://rvkinfo.com/
https://anti-fire.info/
HS Code 391740, 391720, 848180, 741220

Products:
• polypropylene pipes and fittings for water supply and heating;
• pipes for heated floors PERT and metal-plastic pipes PERT+Al+PERT;
• HDPE polyethylene pipes;
• brass threaded fittings;
• installation equipment.
TRADING HOUSE LLC
RUSKOMPOSITE produces high-quality products made of wood-polymer composite (WPC). Ruskomposite is one of the largest factories in Russia. We produce terrace and fence boards, fencing systems and all necessary accessories.

The production is located in Orenburg. Two production sites, 11 extrusion lines, more than 2000 square meters of own storage facilities.

A comprehensive offer on the market of solutions for terraces, verandas, gazebos, fences, etc.

The products comply with the requirements of GOST R 59555-2021, and have also passed voluntary certification. No complaints from the end user.

The optimal price-quality ratio. The manufacturer’s warranty is 5 years. The service life is up to 25 years, the operation of the decking at temperatures from -50 °C to +70 °C.

Products:
• terrace and fence boards;
• fencing system elements;
• decorative strip;
• components.
TEDWOOD TRADING LLC manufactures fastening systems for the assembly of timber wooden houses.

Deadwood Trading brings to life new construction technologies that enhance the protective properties of wooden buildings, their reliability and durability.

This allows them to significantly increase their service life, and replace heavy buildings made of concrete and brick with eco-friendly wood. The main product, the TEDWOOD fastener, was tested at the University of Stuttgart (Germany), and is sold in Russia with official certification.

Products:
- shrinkage compensator (mounting assembly with conical spring);
- snap-in “warm corner”;
- Hidden wiring snap-in;
- a drill bit for the fastening unit.

INN 5638077814

Orenburg region, Orenburg, Puteprovodnaya str., 19/13
8 (3532) 29 71 97
www.tedwood.pro
www.tedwood.ru
HS Code 7318190009
JSC “Plant “Inverter” is a modern, high-tech enterprise that provides a full production cycle, has its own scientific and technical center, testing laboratories and customer service. In September 2023, JSC “Plant “Inverter” became part of the group of companies “Akron Holding” and came under the operational control of the backbone enterprise of Russia – the company Electroshield Samara.

The product line of JSC “Plant “Inverter” is modern devices based on a unified element base of varying degrees of complexity and a wide variety of applications, including: inverters, rectifiers, charging stations for electric vehicles and traction batteries, uninterruptible power supply units and systems, operational DC systems, switching devices and others. The service service of JSC “Plant “Inverter” provides companies with a range of services in relation to various types of electrical equipment at facilities for the use of nuclear energy, the oil and gas industry, facilities of the Ministry of Defense of the Russian Federation, and other industries.

For more than 40 years, electrical equipment manufactured by JSC “Plant “Inverter” has been successfully operated at facilities of all reliability categories. The company’s products are supplied to nuclear power facilities in Russia, as well as Turkey, Iran, Belarus, and India. At the same time, entire groups of devices are being adapted and supplied for the needs of traditional energy, oil and gas, defense and other industries.

Products:
- inverters;
- rectifiers;
- charging stations for electric vehicles and traction batteries;
- uninterruptible power supply units and systems;
- operational DC systems, switching devices and others.

INN 5609003039
460961 Orenburg, proezd Avtomatiki, 8
8 (3532) 48-24-48
www.sbp-invertor.ru
HS Code 8504
TPC Orsk produces high-quality refrigerators of category A and A+. The plant is a full-cycle enterprise and is located in Orsk, Orenburg region. Orsk refrigerators are a legend of domestic production. The company was founded in 1960 on the basis of a mechanical plant.

By March 1970, the millionth refrigerator was released. The model range was constantly expanding, refrigerators were getting better. Orsk refrigerators are very popular and in great demand among the population, they are characterized by excellent reliability and service life. May 25, 2022 became a historic day for TPK Orsk: after a complete modernization of production, the plant started operating at full capacity.

Orsk refrigerators are distinguished by modern design, reliability, and have a 3-year warranty.

Products:
Household refrigerators.

INN 5614085372
462403, Orenburg region, city of Orsk, Mira Avenue, house 4, building 204, office 501
+7 (353) 734-38-00
www.orsk-holod.ru
HS Code 8418108001
FOOD INDUSTRY
A7 AGRO is the largest agricultural producer in Orenburg region. A full production cycle enterprise: A7 AGRO produces, processes and sells agricultural products.

**Dairy and fermented milk products**
The assortment of the Orenburg Dairy Plant includes more than 120 items of natural and useful products under its own trademarks “Summer Meadow”, “Milk of Orenburg Region”, “Taste of Bashkiria”, as well as under the trademarks of partners (STM).

The plant’s products are manufactured strictly according to GOST from whole milk. Today, the plant’s products are supplied to 36 regions of Russia, as well as to the CIS countries: Armenia, Kyrgyzstan, Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan, Belarus.

**Meat processing**
Several varieties of meat and a whole line of natural semi-finished products are produced for cooking the most delicious dishes, carrying out the entire production cycle independently.

**Cereals and forage crops**
In their own fields located in ecologically clean areas of Orenburg and Bashkortostan, a rich harvest of all major crops is harvested.

**Bakery products**
Every day, hundreds of shops in the city and the region receive freshly baked bread. Our own bakery produces more than 20 types of bakery products in the best domestic baking traditions.
ZHIVAYA VODA LLC is a manufacturer of soft drinks of three brands:
• ZHIVAYA VODA;
• CITROSHAKE;
• ORENAKVA.

The company is engaged in the production of bottled drinking water, beverages with packaging from 0.33 liters to 18.9 liters. One of the leading players in the Orenburg region.

The company’s strengths are customer orientation, product uniqueness, innovative technologies in water purification (ozonation), high product quality, and the company’s stability in the market.

The company is ready to offer exclusivity of work in a new market, a wide range of products, flexible purchase terms, marketing support, and an affiliate program.

Products:
• drinking water;
• drinks in the assortment.

INN 5610237031

460055 Orenburg city, st. Nakhimova, 35, room. 15

+7 (3532) 90 30 30
www.живаявода56.рф

HS Code 2201900000, 2202100000
Component-Lactis LLC is a company that produces:
freeze-dried direct-applied dairy starter cultures for dairies,
complex bio-starter cultures for silage of green mass of all
plant species, flattened grain and canned haylage, new generation
probiotics and healthy food products.
Component-Lactis LLC has all the necessary high-tech
equipment for industrial production.
The company employs the best biotechnology specialists with
many years of experience and with an established technological
culture of production.

A team of specialists is engaged in the cultivation of microorganisms. The effect of
lactic acid cells on human health has been studied for many years.

In the production of starter cultures, Provita Lactis adheres to
high production standards, which allow us to produce products of
the highest quality.

**Products:**
- Efficiency of “Bifidobiom”;
- Lactobiom efficiency;
- Dietary supplement “Bulgarkum”;
- Dietary supplement “Acidophilum”;
- sourdough (cheese, cottage cheese, fermented baked milk,
sour cream, yogurt, curdled milk);
- dry juice of wheat germ;
- lactobifadol (probiotic for cats, dogs, poultry, cattle).

INN 5602024488
Russia, 461631, Orenburg
region, Buguruslan, Pilyuginskoe
highway 51
+7 967 776 41 07
www.provita-lactis.ru
IP "MAXIM ALEXANDROVICH KOSYANOV"

IP Kosyanov M.A. (trademark "Harsh chocolate") is one of the first companies in Russia to produce original chocolate, founded in 2015. Many years of experience and continuous training of employees allow the company to be experts on trading platforms in Russia. The most important priority of the brand is the use of high-quality raw materials and control of each stage of production.

The chocolate of the Harsh Chocolate company is always very tasty and is liked by both children and adults. The assortment includes sets of dark chocolate (70% cocoa content) and milk chocolate (40% cocoa content).

All the figures are solid inside, without voids, completely made of chocolate. They are made in full-size 3D objects from all sides.

The chocolate figure in the form of a pistol is a complete 3D copy of the legendary Soviet TT made of bitter chocolate. The Harsh Chocolate company has experience working with corporate clients, branding or manufacturing by special order is possible. The high quality of the products is guaranteed.

Products:
- gift chocolate;
- shaped souvenir chocolate.

INN 561400663648
25a-5, Suvorova str, Orsk, Orenburgskaya region, Russia, 462404
+7 912 35 990 65
www.chocobuffet.ru
HS Code 10.82, 46.36, 47.91.2
IP Kuznetsov S.A. (trademark "Roksy Food") is a company engaged in the production of loaves from sprouted grain crops. It is an environmentally friendly product.

The products are sold in eocomarkets, chain stores, fairs and marketplaces.

Products:
bread made from sprouted grains in the assortment (spicy with chili pepper, sweet with raisins, with the addition of beets, carrots and other vegetables).

INN 561015390565
Manufacturer: IP Kuznetsov, 35 Kazakovskaya Str., Orenburg
8 901 088 59 39
https://rawksyfood.com/
HS Code 2106909808
IP Lunina T.P. (trademark "Andreevskoe Podvorye") is a family-owned enterprise for the production of natural products.

The volume of delivery from the container in the assortment.
Packed: pasta in BOPP film/cardboard box-0.250 kg, 0.400 (economy) kg; marmalade in a glass jar 0.280 kg.

We are ready to pack according to the buyer’s recommendations.

Shelf life:
pasta – 12-14 months;
marmalade is 12 months old.

Terms of delivery by agreement.

Types of payment: phased prepayment at the first shipment, with subsequent serial deliveries, a delay is possible.

Products:
- pasta made from durum wheat of group A (premium segment);
- pasta made from soft wheat of bakery group B (economy segment);
- marmalade from northern berries, sea buckthorn, currants and others with sugar / without sugar on pectin / gelatin.

8 (3532) 50-77-11
8 901 095-00-10.

E-mail: andreevskoe@inbox.ru
www.andreevskoePodvorie.ru

HS Code pasta
1902110000, 1902209900, 1902199000;
Marmalade in a glass jar
2007101090
Mitzhel LLC has been the official exporter and exclusive supplier of the products of the Zhelen Meat Processing Plant in the territory of the Republic of Kazakhstan since 2009.

The company produces more than 250 types of sausages and semi-finished products of premium, medium and economy categories. Also, the company’s technologists have prepared more than 130 more prescription developments ready to go into production.

The meat processing plant was founded in 2004. It produces 50 tons of products daily, and the potential of the meat processing plant allows to increase production to 100 tons per day.

The company Mitzhel officially supplies products under the trademark “Zhelen” to settlements in 75% of the territory of the Republic of Kazakhstan. This is the territory adjacent to the municipalities of Astana, Aktobe, Aktau, Kostanay, Shymkent, Turkistan, Baikonur, Uralsk.

TM “Zhelen” is represented in the retail chains of the Republic of Kazakhstan: Small, Magnum, Anvar, Dina, Rauzet, Leader. The warehouse program and well-established logistics make it possible to ensure delivery promptly.

Products:
- sausages;
- shpikachki;
- boiled sausages;
- ham;
- semi-smoked sausages;
- boiled and smoked sausages;
- delicacies;
- pates;
- liver sausages;
- smoked sausages;
- frozen semi-finished products;
- sausages.

INN 5614050203
462408, Orenburgskaya oblast’ g. Orsk/Vokzal’noye shosse/ 28
www.chocobuffet.ru
HS Code 1601009901
MIR VODY LLC is a manufacturer of unique natural mineral water with increased natural alkali PH 9.6 and ORP -151 mv.

The water from underground springs is clean and healing.

Water is extracted at a depth of 70 m in protected areas in the foothills of the Southern Urals, undergoes mandatory purification and is enriched with trace elements useful to the human body: calcium, magnesium and iodine.

Calcium: no more than 130 mg/l
Bicarbonates: no more than 400 mg/l;
Chlorides: no more than 250 mg/l;
Sulfates: no more than 250 mg/l.
Hardness: no more than 7 mg-eq/l.
General mineralization: 50 - 1000 mg/l.
It does not contain chlorine.
A container made of safe polycarbonate is used.

Products:
natural mineral water “Pokrovska”. 

INN 560700245760
Novotroitsk, Khabarnoye village, 27 Maria Koretskaya str.
8 (3537) 60 15 46, 60 15 47, 8 800 222 56 33
www.покровска.рф

HS Code 11.07, 46.31, 46.31.11, 46.32, 46.32.3, 46.33, 46.34.1, 46.36, 46.37, 46.38
LLC "MUSIKHIN. WORLD HONEY"

LLC "Musikhin. Mir Meda is an Orenburg company producing natural honey and honey delicacies.

The company entered the market in 2000 and today the company’s assortment includes more than 25 types of honey products.

The company’s product line is constantly being updated, technologists create new types of products, including for customer requests. Thus, a unique type of product has been created for an individual order - honey with gold, which is successfully supplied to the market of the Middle East countries.

The company supplies products to the markets of the UAE, China, Kazakhstan, Azerbaijan, and Saudi Arabia.

Products:
- natural floral honey (in assortment);
- honey mousses with berries and nuts;
- jams on honey;
- honey souffles and delicacies;
- honey with edible gold.

INN 5609082873
460056, Orenburg, Salmushskaya str., 6, sq. 75
8 800 555-33-56
www.musikhin.rf
HS Code 0409000000, 2106909809
LLK NASHA MUKA ORENBURG

NASHA MUKA ORENBURG LLC is one of the leading producers of durum wheat flour for pasta in Orenburg region.

Flour milling uses local durum wheat varieties, which are known for their high quality indicators, not only in Russia but also abroad.

The mill’s capacity is 100 tons of grain per day. The products are manufactured on modern equipment.

The internal quality control of flour is confirmed by its own certified laboratory. In the company a food safety management system has been implemented, confirmed by a certificate of conformity. The main goal of the enterprise in the field of food safety is to accept high-quality raw materials and produce high-quality, safe for consumption products that meet the requirements of all stakeholders, meet consumer demand with concern for their health, as well as the implementation of long-term production development, continuous improvement of production processes and technologies.

Products:
durum wheat flour.

INN 5611077077
46009, Orenburg city, Nevelskaya street, 2
8 (3532) 56-82-65
www.mukaoren.ru
HS Code 1101001100
TD Slasti LLC specializes in the sale of finished products used as fillings for confectionery products. The company’s product line includes more than 40 products for every taste. Over the long period of its activity, the company has been able to earn the trust of many Russian and foreign manufacturers of confectionery and bakery products.

Products:
• condensed milk;
• cream fillings;
• jelly fruit and berry fillings;
• fruit and berry confections;
• berry jams.

INN 5614082318
462401, Orenburg region, Orsk, Gagarin square, building 1, office 1
+7 (961) 936-69-88
HS Code 1517 90 990 0, 1704 90 510 0, 1806 20 950 0
SORDES LLC is a high-tech enterprise for the production of packaged sunflower seeds and peanuts with more than 15 years of experience in the market.

The company has implemented a quality management system built and certified in accordance with the requirements of the HACCP system, so that the plant produces products that meet food safety requirements.

The plant is equipped with the most modern equipment, which allows us to manufacture products that meet both Russian and international quality standards. In its arsenal, the company has a modern, equipped warehouse complex that provides long-term storage of raw materials. The production process at the enterprise is carried out using its own unique technology.

Each production stage is implemented under the strict supervision of technologists who check products for compliance with requirements and norms.

**Products:**
- sunflower seeds fried under the brands "Rustic", "Zharynych";
- peanuts are “Rustic”.

**INN 5611001744**

Russia, 460027, Orenburg region, Orenburg, Donguzskay st., 3d alley, 74/2.2

+7 (3532) 374 686

www.sordes.ru

HS Code 1206009900, 2008119600, 1207999600
STEPPE AND WIND LLC is a company for the production of mead – rich and fragrant honey-fruit wines that occupy a worthy place among other noble drinks.

The company’s line of varieties includes drinks made according to a traditional recipe, monosort with the addition of natural juices of fruits and berries, composite varieties, boche, smoothies, as well as a line of soft drinks created according to the original recipe.

The family honey company has its own apiary and modern equipment at its disposal.

Products:
- low-alcohol drinks (fruit and berry meads in assortment);
- soft drinks (hemp tea).

INN 5609188140
460044, Orenburg region, Orenburg district, Berezka street 22-22
8 987 795-99-60
www.stepiveter.ru
HS Code 2206003901, 2202
LLC “POLYCARBOXYLATE PLANT ORENBURG REGION” is a modern high-tech enterprise for the production of additives in concrete mixtures, commissioned in 2020 as part of the import substitution program. The team managed to master the technology of synthesis of PCE esters, laboratory and field tests were conducted at precast concrete enterprises, and positive conclusions were given by enterprises on the use of these types of additives. These products are considered strategic raw materials for the production of ultra-strong and durable concrete products.

The team designed and commissioned a PCE ether synthesis plant with a production capacity of 1,800 tons/year. The team focuses its efforts on the main fundamental tasks: the production of chemical products that help the Russian construction industry produce world-class products from Russian materials.

The products are in demand in the Republic of Kazakhstan, the company was awarded by the Russian Export Center in the nomination Exporter of the Year 2021 in the field of high technologies.

Products:
- hyperplasticizers;
- Polycarboxylate esters WR/SR type;
- superplasticizers for ready-mixed concrete;
- superplasticizers for the manufacture of reinforced concrete products;
- antifreeze additives for operation at subzero temperatures;
- retarders and accelerators of hardening;
- complexes of air-entrapping additives;
- complexes of antifreeze additives;
- additives for road concrete;
- additives for the manufacture of curbs;
- additives for the manufacture of hollow plates by extrusion;
- additives for masonry, mortar, plaster mixtures.

INN 5612169980
Russian federation, city Orenburg, street Tihaya 4/3
7 903 398-01-22
www.superplasticizer.ru
HS Code 3824400000
Novohrom LLC is a dynamically developing company, is a leading manufacturer of chrome tanning agent for leather and fur dressing, as well as vitamin K3 for feed premixes. The company has recently expanded its product line to include chromium phosphate for the paint industry and ferrochromolignosulfonate for oil and gas drilling. Focusing on long-term and professional work, Novohrom LLC has become a key player in the chemical industry, exporting its high-quality products to more than 30 countries around the world.

New products Novochrome LLC – chromium phosphate and ferrochromolignosulfonate – demonstrate its commitment to innovation and diversification. The decision to launch production of these new products reflects the visionary approach of the company’s management and the desire to meet the changing needs of various industries.

Novochrom pays special attention to international trade, export data and global presence underline its status as a reliable partner for domestic exporters. The company’s extensive reach and established trade relations position it as a reliable source of high-quality chemical products that meet the diverse requirements of its customers around the world.

Products:
- chromotel XGS (dry chrome tanning agent);
- microvitam K3 MNB (menadione nicotinamide bisulfite);
- microvitam K3 MSB (sodium menadione bisulfite);
- chromium phosphate, PHLS (ferrochromolignosulfonate).

INN 5607014758
Promyshlennaya str.51, Novotroitsk, Orenburg region, 462356, Russia
7 353 767-41-78
www.novochrom.ru
HS Code 2833292000, 2936290009, 2914790000
Electrum LLC was established in 1992 and is engaged in the production of modern paint and varnish products for exterior and interior work.

The main emphasis in the production of the entire range of coatings is on the quality of the products and their cost, therefore, the products are manufactured according to established standards using advanced technologies.

The manufactured products have high quality and durability, which is confirmed by the results of independent expertise and certificates.

A consistent policy is being pursued to produce new types of products and promote them on the market, taking into account the requirements and wishes of end consumers. The goods became recognizable and took their rightful place along with the products of other manufacturers in the markets of the Russian Federation and the Republic of Kazakhstan.

Electrum LLC enjoys a well-deserved reputation as a reliable and responsible partner providing comprehensive supplies of paintwork under government contracts and private orders. When working with clients, the company is distinguished by the clear implementation of delivery schedules, flexible pricing policy and a high level of professionalism.

Products:
- enamel PF-115 GOST 6465-76;
- enamel NC-132 GOST 6631-74;
- primer-enamel "Polypharb";
- enamel AK-511;
- solvent 646;
- solvent R-4;
- drying oil- Oxol;
- GF-021 primer;
- enamel PF-266, Kuzbasslak;
- the primer and mastic are bitumen.
RUSSPA LLC

Russhpala LLC is a leading manufacturer of impregnated sleepers for railways and impregnated wood (poles of power lines and power plants, stakes and p/m for the needs of the construction and agricultural sectors of the economy). Responding to the needs of the infrastructure, products are produced and sold all over the continent.

The company has many years of supply experience.

The company’s products are supplied to Iran, Palestine, Italy, Estonia, Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan, Azerbaijan, Armenia and Egypt.

Russpala LLC offers proven, innovative technologies that preserve, protect and strengthen wood.

Products:
• impregnated wooden sleepers;
• poles of power lines and power lines are wooden impregnated;
• impregnated lumber for construction.

INN 5614068049

4 production sites in 4 regions
- Orenburg region, Sverdlovsk region, Nizhny Novgorod region, Tomsk region

(3537) 34-05-33
www.russhpala.ru,
www.russhpala.com,
www.impregnacija.ru

HS Code 440691, 440311, 4407, 4409
ZBO DRILL INDUSTRIES, INC.

JSC Drilling Equipment Plant (ZBO brand) is a modern enterprise for the production of drilling equipment for exploration for solid minerals, an alloy of more than 60 years of development and innovation in recent years.

Under its own brand, the plant produces drilling rigs, drill pipes and exploration tools, which are used by more than 1,000 companies in the world.

JSC Drilling Equipment Plant has 50 awards at the federal and regional levels as the best enterprise, exporter and innovator. The plant has more than 20 valid patents, 10 certificates and 15 declarations for its own products and developments. Since 2019, ZBO drilling rigs have certificates of compliance with the requirements of the European Directive No. 42 of 2006 “On the safety of machinery and equipment” (CE).

Products:
- surface and underground drilling rigs for geological exploration at TPI;
- drilling pipes and SSK tools (Wireline);
- drilling pipes and tools for exploration drilling;
- technological and drilling pipes for cattle;
- double drill pipes for RC drilling;
- directional drilling tool;
- auxiliary and emergency tools.

INN 5612002652
118 Pobedy Ave, Orenburg, the Russian Federation, 460026

+7 (3532) 756 814 (reception)
+7 (3532) 754 267 (sales department)
www.zbo.ru

HS Code 8431 43 000 0, 7304 31 800 9
Inox Engineering LLC is engaged in the creation of new production facilities, enterprises engaged in the processing of milk, the production of cheese, beer, kvass and lemonade.

**Products:**
- pasteurizers;
- CIP stations;
- breweries;
- saturators;
- kegs washing;
- carbonizers;
- deaerators;
- tubular heat exchangers;
- cheese and cottage cheese production lines;
- capacities.

**Services:**
- design;
- montage;
- commissioning of equipment.

**INN 5638077966**
460528 Russian Federation
Orenburg region Orenburg district S. Ivanovka, Vinogradnaya str.
(SNT Zarya), 16.
8 (3532) 46-60-22
www.oreninox.ru
HS Code 8438809100, 8438400000, 8434200000
Novotroitskiy Plant of Non-Standard Technological Equipment LLC is a manufacturer of equipment and components for the needs of mining, energy, cement, chemical and other industries. The company has its own fleet of machines, qualified specialists and engineering potential, so it is possible to manufacture non-standard parts and equipment according to customer drawings.

**Products:**
- belt and scraper conveyors;
- cone crushers (KSD, KMD), jaw crushers (SMD);
- hammer mills tangential (MMT);
- drum ball mills (SBM);
- fan mills (MV);
- medium-speed roller mills (MVS);
- ball mills with central unloading (MSHC), through a grate (MSHR);
- stationary scraper feeders for solid fuels (PS);
- combined feeders of crude fuel (PKST);
- dust feeders, stationary coal bladed (PPL);
- screw feeders (PS);
- ball drum mill dust separators (SPCW);
- field cyclones (CP);
- flashing lights with a cone valve;
- ash traps with tangential gas swirl (BC-512);
- grapples;
- screens (GIS, GIL);
- flanges, augers, discs, pipe grilles;
- welded containers and other metal structures;
- rollers, rolls, bandages; shells and other spare parts for any equipment.

Inn 5607142100
462353 Russian Federation, Orenburg region, Novotroitsk city, Vostochnaya Polyana street, house 14
8 (3537) 657 657
8 (967) 775 01 39
www.nznto56.ru
HS Code 7325100000, 7325999009, 7326909807, 8431000000, 8436080000, 8479000000, 8483902009
Samara Ley LLC is a manufacturer of industrial steam generators under its own brand URAN, block-modular steam boilers URAN-MPGU and hot-water boilers URAN-MVGU, as well as industrial water treatment complexes. The company is a full-cycle production: metal, pipes and components enter the workshop at the entrance, and at the exit – the equipment is fully factory-ready. Own design department, automation and water treatment departments. The plant is the owner of a fleet of modern high-precision machines. There is a year-round firing range for factory tests of absolutely all manufactured products on all types of fuels, including gas. The design of URAN steam generators is a development of the plant, which allows us to obtain a number of unique characteristics that have no analogues on the market. Interaction with customers is organized according to the “turnkey project” system: calculation of the order, its design and manufacture, installation and commissioning works are carried out at the customer’s facility. Specialists who directly operate URANIUM steam generators and water treatment complexes are being trained.

Products:
- industrial steam generators under their own brand;
- block-modular steam boilers URAN-MPGU;
- hot water boilers of URAN-MVGU;
- mobile steam generators;
- industrial water treatment complexes.

Services:
- formalization of the customer’s technical specifications;
- designing;
- preparation of those documentation;
- commissioning;
- installation supervision/ installation;
- training;
- warranty and post-warranty service.

Samara Ley LLC operates throughout Russia and with the countries of the Eurasian Customs Union. Among the company’s clients there are both industrial enterprises – end users of equipment, and design and installation organizations.

INN 5640005535
461262, ORENBURG REGION, DISTRICT PEREVOLOTSKY, P PEREVOLOTSKY, ST. GEOLOGOV, 22, Apt. 1
8 (922) 538 03 47
8 (922) 629 31 95
https://uran-kotel.ru/
HS Code 8403109000, 8421210009, 8402120009
LLC "TECHNOLOGY"

LLC Technologiya provides a wide range of services in the field of maintenance of complex technological equipment, petrochemical and gas processing industries, as well as provides the supply of material and technical resources. The company carries out the nomenclature production of parts according to drawings, customer samples and by reverse engineering, both for domestic and imported equipment, depending on operational characteristics and technical requirements.

**Products:**
- piston compressor rods;
- pistons;
- crankcases of reciprocating compressors;
- plain bearings manufacture and repair of liners (refilling);
- labyrinth seals;
- thrust discs;
- shaft shirts;
- half couplings;
- self-acting valves and oil seals of piston compressor rods;
- ejectors;
- inhibitor injection sites;
- heat exchangers (diameter up to 1200 mm, length up to 7000 mm, working pressure up to 16 MPa).

**Services:**
- heat treatment of parts (workpieces up to 3000 mm long, weighing up to 2000 kg);
- balancing of parts with a length of 4000 mm, weighing 300 kg;
- laser surfacing is a progressive way to restore worn parts and increase the strength of new components of critical equipment parts;
- machining (parts with a length of 6000 mm, a diameter of 1000 mm, weight up to 3000 kg).

INN 5612028890
120 Pobedy street, Orenburg, 460026, Russian Federation
(3532) 54-06-20
www.tehno-oren.ru
HS Code 33.12 - Repair of machinery and equipment
Technoprom LLC specializes in the manufacture of non-standard equipment and performs a range of works including:
- inspection of oilfield facilities and issuance of engineering solutions;
- design and manufacture of equipment for newly constructed and reconstructed facilities;
- supply of oil exploration and gas wells, such as UPN, MBSNU, BUOS, etc., complete technological lines, pre-discharge water installations, booster pumping stations, block pumping stations, mobile test separators, recuperator installations, flare installations, individual apparatuses and nodes;
- reconstruction and re-equipment of existing installations;
- implementation of modern technical and software tools of automated process control systems.

The company offers a range of services, from oil inspection-commercial facilities before the introduction of modern technical and software tools. The company also provides installation supervision, supervision and service.

The Technoprom team consists of highly qualified specialists with many years of work experience, and the workers of the machining shop and welders are certified for the highest 6th grade.

Products:
- oil and gas treatment plants;
- installations for the disposal of gases and combustible vapors;
- discharge and filling installations for railway tanks;
- shut-off and control valves and piping;
- filling plant for tankers;
- heat exchange equipment;
- column devices;
- oil and gas separator;
- capacities;
- devices of the measuring instrument.
LLC "TRADING HOUSE "PLANT KOMMUNAR" LLC "TRADING HOUSE "PLANT KOMMUNAR"

LLC TD Plant Kommunar is a leading manufacturer of hydraulic equipment in the Orenburg region.

For more than 40 years, the plant has been producing a wide range of hydraulic drives for industrial equipment, pumps, valve equipment, filters, feeders, lubrication stations and other hydraulic and lubricating equipment.

The plant has its own production facilities, of which more than 30% are CNC machines, for the manufacture of high-precision products.

The company has extensive experience in modernizing existing production facilities. Today, the plant can produce almost any hydraulic drive according to the technical specifications or technical documentation of the customer.

The pricing system depends on the size of the lot, and the interests of the customer are taken into account.

Products:
- hydraulic presses;
- hydraulic units;
- pumps of type 50 HP, 50 NS, N403 E;
- pumping units of the type A50 HP, A50 NS;
- pumps of type G-11;
- pumping units of the BG11 type;
- filters of the FGM 32 type, FMS-50;
- valve hydraulic equipment;
- test benches;
- lubrication equipment;
- heat exchangers;
- accessories for railway track vehicles;
- stamped and cut-out parts;
- cast parts made of cast iron, steel, non-ferrous metals.

INN 5643007932
462100, Russia, Orenburg region, Saraktash village, lane. Factory, 1
+7 353 336 14 55
www.kommunar.com
HS Code 8413506100, 8413502000
Triada LLC is the exclusive representative of the PINFL brand in the territory of the Russian Federation and the CIS. Not only the supply of pumps is carried out, but also the manufacture of complex pumping systems for various fields of application. These units can be used as part of high-pressure installations that generate pressures up to 3000 bar (300MPa) and have a flow rate of up to 1600 l/min (96 cubic meters per hour).

At the request of the customer, the systems are equipped with a variety of elements: these can be electric motors from both Siemens and a domestic manufacturer, Air/AIS, internal combustion engines from Honda or Cummins, installation of various fittings, sensors, pneumatics, heating, cooling systems and other additions that will help make the pumping unit as efficient and useful as possible for production. The engineering department is ready to provide 3d layouts and drawings of ongoing projects.

Products:
• pumps and pumping units PINFL.

Services:
• repair;
• maintenance;
• post-service;
• consultations.

INN 5610222074
Address: 161 Turkestanskaya str., Orenburg, Russian Federation
8 (3532) 42-80-00
www.pinfl-russia.ru
HS Code 8413506900
AGRICULTURAL INDUSTRY
Consortium LLC is a company engaged in wholesale supplies of high-quality agricultural products (rye, sunflower, barley, wheat, safflower), as well as sunflower and safflower oil.

The company successfully operates in the markets of Russia, Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan and Kyrgyzstan.

There are warehouses located in Sol-Iletsk in the immediate vicinity of the Russian-Kazakh border.

Consortium LLC operates on the terms of 100% prepayment upon shipment of the goods. Possible supply volumes range from 22 to 6,000 tons per month.

Products:
- other wheat and meslin except for the seeds;
- other barley;
- rye for food purposes,
- sunflower oil;
- Safflower oil for food purposes.

INN 5610238003
461786, Orenburg region, city Orenburg, Pravdy str., 25, sq. 36
8 909 600-18-88
https://Orenzerno.com

HS Code
10019900, 10039000, 10029000, 1512199002, 12076000
JSC "ORENBURG FEED MILL"

JSC Orenburg Feed Mill traces its history back to 1932 and is one of the largest processing enterprises in the Orenburg region, characterized by a high technological level of production of complete feed and protein-vitamin-mineral additives for animals.

The plant’s products allow agricultural producers to significantly increase the productivity of animals, birds and fish.

JSC Orenburg Feed Mill has more than 300 wholesale customers in 20 regions of Russia, Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan, Tajikistan and Kyrgyzstan.

The annual production capacity is 140,000 tons of granulated feed. The volume of retail sales is over 80,000 tons of compound feed per year. The staff of the plant consists of 180 highly professional employees.

Since 2018, the plant has been part of Agroindustrial Holding Rus LLC. To date, JSC Orenburg Feed Mill is the only enterprise in the Orenburg region where the production process of full-fledged granular compound feeds based on more than 200 formulations is fully automated.

The plant’s products are among the hundred best goods in Russia, have been awarded at regional, national and international exhibitions.

Products: complete feed and protein-vitamin-mineral supplements for animals.

INN 5611017705
460009, Russia, Orenburg, Nevelskaya str., 2
+7 (3532) 91-88-88
www.orenkz.ru
HS Code 2309909609
LLC South Ural Grain Company is a member of the Charter of the Agroindustrial Complex of the Russian Federation and is a member of the Holding Company YUUZK-Group.

The company specializes in the supply of agricultural crops to various processing enterprises in Russia, as well as exports to the EAEU countries.

Employees work mutually beneficial with many farms in Orenburg, Samara, as well as the Republic of Bashkortostan.

Products:
- soft wheat;
- food industry;
- barley;
- sunflower;
- rye.

INN 5609191142
Russia, 460026, Orenburg region, Orenburg city, Odesskaya street, 100
8 912 846-55-59
www.yuzk.ru
HS Code 46.21
PALETO 2.0 LLC

Paleto 2.0 LLC (PALETO brand) is a manufacturer of bright women’s and men’s outerwear – down jackets for real Russian winter up to -30 degrees, in the manufacture of which only environmentally friendly and safe materials are used.

Produced per year for more than 20,000 pieces of high-quality outerwear: down jackets with artificial insulation, jackets, quilted coats. Paleto employs 200 employees, 120 sewing machines, quilting equipment, uses a computer-based clothing design system (CAD “Assol”), an automated high-speed cutting system, down stuffing machines, an automatic press for installing fittings and a wet-heat treatment complex.

Since 2019, the clothing manufacturer has been producing ready-made women’s clothing for its own brand, as well as for mass-market and premium goods. The Paleto machine park is regularly updated. Lean manufacturing technology has been introduced, which made it possible to obtain a cost-effective product. The production capacity is up to 2000 items per month. The minimum order quantity is 300 pieces. The time required to create a sample is 2 weeks. The minimum order production time is 2 weeks.

Paleto can carry out contract production of clothing under the customer’s brand, produce outerwear in small and large wholesale from the customer’s raw materials and develop a turnkey brand of women’s clothing for the customer.

Products:
- down jackets;
- vests;
- jackets;
- fur coats;
- sheepskin coats made of artificial fur.

INN 5618031755
462781, Orenburg region, Yasny city, Fabrichnoye highway, building 2
8 903 365 91 53
www.paleto.ru
HS Code 6202400009
Uralspetskomplekt LLC has been providing industrial and agricultural enterprises of the Orenburg region with high-quality work clothes, shoes and PPE for more than 16 years.

All products are certified according to TR CU 19.

Standard solutions in the field of occupational safety and health are offered to protect against general industrial pollution, as well as highly specialized ones made using innovative materials and technologies.

Products:
- work clothes;
- work shoes;
- personal protective equipment.

Taxpayer Identification Number (INN) 5612062115
Orenburg, Avtomatiki proezd, zdanie 12/3, room. 1

(3532) 45-20-02
www.sale@orensiz.ru
The Orenburg Down Shawl Factory traces its history back to 1939 and to the present day, thanks to modern equipment and experienced professionals, it is a unique and large-scale production that keeps pace with the times.

Today, the company produces a classic assortment under the Orenburg Down Shawl brand: openwork and warm down products, shawls and stoles, and also actively develops the production of accessories, knitwear and plaids.

One of the successful areas of work is contract manufacturing, where the factory acts as a manufacturer of products under third-party brands according to the customer’s technical specifications from toll-free or own raw materials, producing turnkey products.

Main clients: TOP TOP, INSPIRE GIRLS, Reginleif, UTRO, etc.

Products:
- lace and warm shawls and stoles;
- plaids;
- accessory group: hats, scarves, mittens, gloves, shirt fronts, snood, etc.

INN 5609177490
460036, Orenburg region, Ufa. Orenburg city, Orenburg, Raskova str., vl. 10A, Roor 1
OFFICE 3K 1/03
8 (3532) 38 74 04
https://orenshaL.ru/

HS Code 6117100000, 6301201000, 6301309000, 6301901000, 65050090000, 6116910000, 6116930000, 6116990000
SHVM LLC (PLP brand) has been working in fashion retail for more than 20 years, and also produces its own line of clothing in the middle price segment.

In 2020, it organized its own sewing and knitting enterprise in the territory of the Russian Federation, for the production of women’s and men’s clothing.

Finding all production and management processes in one place allows you to control the quality of products at all stages, from the development of patterns, the choice of fabric, to sending finished products to the end consumer.

In its work, the company is guided by the principles of high quality of raw materials, tailoring and tailoring. Combining years of knowledge with modern digital technologies in the design of patterns, ensures the accuracy of gradation, thereby guaranteeing the perfect fit of the clothes we produce, for any type of figure.

Sewing and knitted products are produced on the basis of the production. These are men’s and women’s clothing in 1 and 2 layers.

On average, it is produced per year 40 models of knitted jumpers made of cotton, wool and woolen yarn, and more than 200 models of sewing products made of textile and knitted fabrics, these are shoulder and waist products in a large assortment, of which: 160 articles account for women’s clothing, blouse-shirt, plaid, trouser, skirt groups of products, and all kinds of knitted products, 40 items fall on the men’s range, which includes only knitwear suits, trousers, hoodies, etc.

Products:
- men’s and women’s clothing.

INN 5638076560
Orenburg, Aksakova str. 8/8
8 906 838-83-43
www.my-plp.com
LCC "AUTOR"

The AUTHOR LLC is an engineering company specializing in automated control systems for oil and gas production, transportation, storage and processing facilities. Work experience: Nord Stream 1 and 2 main gas pipelines, the Power of Siberia Main gas pipeline, Amur Gas Processing Plant, Novoportovskoye NGKM, Bovanenkovskoye NGKM.

The company has its own metrological and electrotechnical laboratory.

**Products:**
- programmable logic controllers.

**Services:**
- integrated design;
- construction and installation works;
- commissioning works;
- automated control systems;
- environmental monitoring.

INN 5610111590
Cherepanovych st., 7,
Orenburg, Russia, 460000
7 (3532) 68-90-88
www.asupro.ru
VIKTERRA LLC implements various projects in the field of industrial automation and dispatching.

The company has extensive experience in implementing projects on automation of enterprises, technological processes and equipment in various industries (food, chemical, mechanical engineering and metalworking, construction, fuel and energy complex, trade, housing and communal services and others). In the piggy bank of companies’ experience there are cases on automation and dispatching of engineering systems of buildings and structures.

The company “VIKTERRA” selects individual solutions for any business from the development of projects for the technical specification of the customer to the development of software for automated control systems.

The company has its own engineering and design department at its disposal, and production facilities allow for turnkey projects.

Services:
- software development;
- assembly, installation, commissioning of equipment;
- programming of controllers;
- assembly of automation, control, and dispatching panels.

INN 5640005535
460028 Russia, Orenburg region, Orenburg, Zavodskaya str., 30, office 210
8 (903) 395-03-65, 8(922) 628 37 29
www.vikterra.ru/ru/
HS Code 8537109800
LLC "FOR HAPPINESS" is a manufacturer of corrugated paper filler.

The company offers high-quality corrugated filler wholesale at affordable prices in any packaging, as well as retail. A discount system is provided to wholesale customers.

The company is a manufacturer and a professional supplier, works directly, without intermediaries. Confidentiality is guaranteed when ordering STM.

The company’s products are used to fill gift boxes. The product range includes a wide range of colors, you can also choose the density (from 80 to 230 g/m²) and the type of paper (office, craft, parchment, blueprint, etc.)

Products:
- corrugated paper filler;
- gift boxes.

INN 5610235891

Orenburg village named after Kuibyshev, Osennaya str., 6 of 3

8 905 814-07-63

www.paper4happy.ru
MiST LLC (Microgrid Technologies manufacturing company) is a Russian manufacturer of knitted and woven nets, braided products, wire seals, products made of expanded mesh with small and ultra–small cell sizes intended for the oil and gas, chemical, energy and extractive industries, metallurgy, mechanical engineering and production of capacitive equipment.

The company occupies a unique position in the market of microgrid technologies. MiST LLC is the only manufacturer of some types of products. The company’s staff has a high level of technological knowledge. This allows us to constantly move forward, bringing new products to the market, as well as fully satisfy the most complex customer requests.

**Products:**
- prosechno-Exhaust Mesh (PVS);
- injection filters;
- mesh filters;
- mesh sleeve;
- PUM strip seal;
- copper mesh sleeve;
- tinned copper braid PML;
- non-insulated copper wires (AMG-T);
- grounding jumpers (masses);
- kapleotboynik (demister);
- drip trap, mesh bump, fog trap.

INN 5612163515
460930, Orenburg region, Orenburg, Sharlykskoe shosse str., 5, GBU “OOBI”, office 34.2
(3532) 43-91-00, +7 922 621 4267
www.micromesh.ru

HS Code 7314491000, 7314500000, 7413000009, 7314400000, 7326000009
LLC “HUKAM”

LLC “Hukam” is engaged in the full development and production of hookahs.

Delivery in Russia and around the world.

For more than 7 years, the company has been producing hookahs exclusively from high-quality materials. All hookahs are made of food grade stainless steel. Aluminum, plastic and other short-lived metal alloys are not used.

Products:
- metal products hookahs;
- stainless steel hookah accessories;
- ceramic products for hookahs (bowls).

INN 5638077349

460528, Russia, Orenburg region, Orenburg district, Ivanovka village, Sovetskaya street, 114

7 912 846-17-60

www.mexanikasm.ru

HS Code 9614009000